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[요    약] 

CVR（Cinematic virtual reality）에서의 스토리텔링 과정에서 사용자 주목영역의 분배가 자유로워 지기에 제작자는 더 많은 

POI（Points of interest) 신호를 공간에 배치함으로써 사용자 주의력을 이동 또는 집중시킬 수 있도록 유도한다. 전통적인 영화에

서의 컷씬 시퀀스와 유사하게 VR서사에서의 POI는 독립적으로 존재하지 않는다. POI가 형성한 시퀀스는 일정한 협동작용을 일

으키는데 사용자의 주의력을 한 서사 단서에서 다른 서사 단서로 이끌어준다. 이는 서사의 연속성과 가상 세계에서 사용자의 존재

감(presence)을 유지하는 데 매우 중요하다. 현재, POI 서열의 구축에 대한 연구는 아직 이루어 지지 않고 있다. 본 연구는 CVR에서

의 POI 시퀀스의 연동 작용에 초점을 맞추고 서사 이론에 근거하여 POI의 카테고리에 대해 논의했다. 정형화된 컨텐츠 분석 방법

을 통해 5편의 CVR 컨텐츠를 선별했으며, 스토리지에서 POI 서열 구축의 가능성, 그리고 스토리지 연속성에 대한 그의 영향을 유

형별 조합과 공간적 배치의 관점에서 탐구하는 데 중점을 두었습니다. CVR 서사의 디자인에 있어서 어느 정도 계발적 의미를 가

지고 있다.

[Abstract] 
  In storytelling in CVR (Cinematic virtual reality), as users have the freedom of gaze distribution, the author, mostly 
through setting POI (Points of interest) cues in space, guides users to concentrate or distract attention. Like shots sequence in 
traditional movies, POI in storytelling in VR is not isolated. POI formed sequence will have synergistic effect，maintaining 
narrative coherence and the user's presence in the virtual world. Today, there is not research made on construction of POI 
sequences. This paper has focused on interaction effect of POI sequence in CVR; based on narrative theory of "story and 
discourse", discussed category of POI; a basic model of POI sequence guiding user's attention selection and information 
extraction is established.; through method of qualitative content analysis, five CVR were selected to explore the possibility of 
construction of POI sequences in storylines from type combination and spatial arrangement . This study has some enlightening 
significance for the design of CVR narration.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

  Over recent years, while virtual reality technology rapidly 
develops, research on storytelling in VR is being done 
orderly. As HMDs oriented to public market are 
propagandized, people do not satisfy with pure experience, 
researchers start to focus on designing narrative contents, 
i.e, how to build and tell story in virtual space better. 
Many studios with core purpose of researching storytelling 
in VR have been successively founded around the world, 
for example, the most famous 360 Google Spotlight Stories. 
With main research carrier of VR videos and animation, 
this studio has created many excellent works such as Pearl 
and Back to the Moon and discovered a series of new 
forms of storytelling in VR. Large-scale film festivals, for 
example, Venice International Film Festival, have also set 
with competition unit of VR story. Cinematic virtual reality 
(CVR) is to find VR with media loyalty in feature film. 
[1] The concept of CVR has been widely used in VR 
content production field. Different from VR game with core 
of interactive experience, CVR focuses more on storytelling, 
which means that telling a good story is the most 
important. Participants are immersed in a 360 sphere, their 
relationship with space is fixed and audiences cannot walk 
randomly in this 360 space.[2] According to Lescop L. 
Mateer, " CVR limits the level of control users have within 
the environment to choosing viewpoints rather than 
interacting with the world itself." In CVR narrative, user 
attention selection, gaze and information extraction are done 
through the design of POI sequences. Researchers on structure 
and writing skills of 360 storytelling in VR are still not 
enough. This paper, based on John Mateer described CVR, 
discussed the construction of POI sequences in CVR.

Ⅱ. Theoretical background

2-1 CVR
  Although some CVRs have integrated with a few 
interactive elements (for example, sight selection, sight 
triggering). However, in most time, audiences only can look 
around and look for their interested things. But, the 
behavior of free visual control easily makes audiences lose 
their directions in panoramic view and miss story at key 
points. On the one hand, like traditional films, CVR 
provides fixed narrative structure for users, on the other 
hand, allows users to make free gaze distribution and 

exploration.[3] Such conflict between story and interaction 
forms narrative paradox in interactive narrative research.[4] 
How to dispose their subtle relationship is not only related 
to maintain presence (Suspension of disbelief) in story and 
build significant narrative, but will also directly influences 
narrative coherence.[5], [6], [7] 
  How to realize narrative coherence is one of main 
differences between VR and other narrative media.[1] In 
traditional films, director can use several camera views to 
shoot the same event and then realize narrative coherence 
through film editing (montage). However, CVR sets a series 
of narrative cues arousing user's attention and interests 
(mainly audio-visual cues at current stage) to maintain 
narrative coherence. For example, it uses directional 
spotlight to mark roles; uses voice to prompt orientation of 
user events; uses visual saliency (for example, bright colors, 
highlighted objects and moving objects) of scenario to 
attract user's attention.[8] Therefore, problems attracting 
user's attentions have been particularly prominent in 
storytelling in VR, being recognized in the industry. "In 
storytelling in VR, attracting audiences' attentions is an 
important challenge for director." [9] 

2-2 Concept of POI

   Google VR producer Jessica Brillhart introduces the concept 
of POI to storytelling in VR. "Points of Interest (POI) are 
elements attracting attentions of tourists in the course of 
experience." [10] She indicated, in storytelling in VR, the 
creator should predict how users distract their attentions in the 
course of experience and emphasized that space should be left 
for various potential experiences owned by users. She thought, 
POI setting was crucial for storytelling in VR, but excessive 
and improper POI design would disturb user's attentions and 
plot development. Interaction between audiences' gaze 
distribution and creator set story cues was essential for 
coherence experience.[11] In our opinion, POI are narrative 
cues. Many POI cues constitute a CVR. Therefore, we shall not 
study audio-visual cues separately but consider them as a whole 
part of the narrative. Today, there are few papers about research 
on POI sequences in CVR, POI classification has also not been 
sorted systematically, and research on the construction of POI 
sequences in CVR is a blank. 

Ⅲ. Construction of POI sequences
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3-1  POI classification under narratology

   The classification for layer of structure of narrative 
works in narratology is greatly influenced by Russian 
formalism. Chatman made research on narrative works at 
two layers of story and discourse and tried to build a set 
of narrative structural modes.[12] to theory of structuralism, 
each narrative includes two parts, one is story, i.e, chain of 
contents or events, plus background and characters;second is 
discourse, i.e, expression, upon which contents are 
conveyed. This paper, based on Chatman's theory of story 
and discourse, has classified POI types in CVR into scene 
POI, events POI and discourse POI. Table 1 shows 
classification resulting from interaction between user's 
initiative and director's restriction.
표 1. POI 분류

Table1. POI classification
Type Big-classification Small-classification

POI

Scene POI

Distance 

Visual saliency

Bright colors 
Highlighted 
objects

Size comparison

Dynamic 
background 

elements

Leading lines（Compositional Lines） 
Perspective line

Track line
Directional line

Sight line 
A meaningful or interesting object

Human face
Objects with semantic in 

consistency

Event POI

Sound
Directional sound

Voice over 

Active visual cue
A signal

Something that 
pops up

Sense of touch / 
smell(multi-sensory narrative)

Shock
Temperature

Odor 
Character performance

Discourse 
POI

Camera movement
Limited viewing angle

Body lock 
Montage transition

1)  Scene POI (Recessive cues)
Storytellingin CVR is a space narrative or scene 

narrative, and background description is significant in 
narrative. "Most scenarios may simultaneously provide 
multiple POI or cues, or even chaos. Recognizing POI is 
the first important." [10] Generally, when users enter 360 
story space, the first step is scene perception and then they 
will understand story background and their roles. The scene 
perception requires visual and active exploration of users. 

Scenario POI is a recessive and implied narrative cues, so 
that director designs low visual restriction for users. Due to 
saccadic suppression in the course of saccade,[13]  
high-quality visual information can be acquired in the 
course of gaze only.[14] Film producers use visual saliency 
(generally defined to low-level elements of scenario, for 
example, contrast, hue and brightness, etc.), dynamic 
background element, Leading lines (perspective line, track 
line, visual line, etc.), user viewpoint and distance of 
object, object with semantic inconsistency and method of 
setting significant objects to build scene POI, attract users 
to discover actively and generate gaze.[15] (Itti, Laurent) 
For example, Sight line is an invisible visual leading line, 
but we are easily interested in others' sight. Like VR 
interactive cartoon, when the mouse in Buddy VR and 
hedgehog in Herry look at you, for empathy, you may pay 
attention to them. In addition, As unusual/weird scenes, 
objects with semantic inconsistency, for example, "fish 
floating in the sky of urban city", may easily attract 
attentions of audiences.[16]  Visual saliency is also POI cue 
frequently used by CVR director. This is to attract 
attentions through bright colors and highlighted objects. 
However, when users see significant objects, relation 
between point of gaze and visual saliency will be 
weakened, i.e, significant and interesting cues will be more 
likely to attract attentions of users.[17] For example, objects 
appear repeatedly in film narrative or users see a cat 
staying in a table. Different users show individual difference 
for such significance. Therefore, film producer shall 
consider more about users' expectations and behaviors.

2)  Events POI (Dominant cues)
Event POI refers to an active POI reminding users to 

pay attention to when events occur. [10] Event POI is a 
dominant and indicative story cue. In storytelling in VR, 
user's sight may not cover location of event, so that 
panoramic sound, which is a directional cue, is particularly 
effective to attract attentions. "Voice will prompt users to 
divert and locate roles and pay attention to important story 
events,"[18] for example, VR cartoon Lost. Visual guides, 
for example, spotlight and pop-up objects (firework, sudden 
magic), are also common event POI. Differently, these 
events shall occur in the range of gaze, otherwise, users 
may miss plots. To speak of, in multi-sensory storytelling 
in VR, sense of touch and smell can also be used as 
directional event POI to attract attentions of users. In 
addition, when designing POI weight, director shall also 
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consider spatial distribution of kernel events and satellite 
events. According to understanding of French narratology 
expert Roland Barthes for kernel events and satellite events, 
kernel events are critical or turning points of story and 
cannot be omitted, while satellite events aim to supplement, 
enrich and complete kernel events which can be full and 
detailed. [19] Therefore, upon importance of plots, POI can 
also be further classified into kernel POI and satellite POI.

3)  Discourse POI (Restricted cues)
Discourse POI is attention attracting cue independent of 

story and more inclined to a method or instrument. 
Different from traditional VR game, users in CVR cannot 
move in real time in 360 space, so that editing and camera 
stand motion are still important and significant. [20] We 
usually see in CVR, creator turns angles of camera by 
force to control user's range of gaze. For example, in Rain 
or shine, when the little girl went out from home, camera 
tracked and shot her from left to right, until she stopped in 
front of another scene POI (an ice cream truck).[21] Editing 
is usually made when narrative space changes in storytelling 
in VR. For example, in CVR Evely's Story and VR 
animation Pearl, producer realizes continuity of narrative 
space through editing.[22] Besides, editing and camera stand 
motion, CVR narrative has also generated unique modes, 
for example, view limitation, etc. Discourse POI is a 
restricted story cue, existing beyond the story and restricting 
range of user's attentions by force to narrative.

3-2 POI and narrative coherence

The processing mode of narrative continuity is one of the main 
differences between VR and other narrative media. Users can 
only read in a linear mode in paper media in which alphabets 
combine into words; words connect into sentences, sentences 
constitute into paragraphs, and paragraphs combine into an 
article; a bulk of words are expanded in sequence in paper and 
readers of traditional books shall read texts by pages. In comic, 
a single picture constitutes a word, a group of pictures 
combines into sentences and connection among pictures is the 
emphasis of significance. The sort order and contents of 
pictures and shape of the picture frame are used to create 
conflicts.[23] Traditional films have developed montage 
narrative and applied to edit, sorting, and combination modes 
through shots sequences to form a unique image narrative 
strategy. However, due to the media specificity of VR, the 
narrative tends to be experience narrative and space narrative. 

Traditional film syntax is not applicable to conflict between 
fixed narrative framework and free gaze distribution of users 
(also conflicts between story and interaction, between the 
director’s restriction and user’s initiative). The author prefers to 
predict user expectations and behaviors through designing an 
interaction effect between POI cues, guide users to distract 
attention, and realize gaze distribution.

3-3  POI sequence

   POI sequence is similar to picture sequence in comic and 
shots sequence in traditional film. Storytelling in VR, through 
building a cue chain of POI sequence, attracts users to distract 
their attention from a story cue to another and promote plot 
development.  Lester C. Los proposes the Scene Perception & 
Event Comprehension Theory(SPECT).[24] He emphasized 
that the front-end of visual narratives involves two key 
processes that occur during each fixation:  attentional selection 
and information extraction. Attentional selection determines 
what information to process during single fixations, and where 
the eyes will be sent for the next fixation. This is also the key 
link to maintain narrative coherence. According to this paper, 
building POI sequence shall consider contents of two 
dimensions, one is a combination of POI types, and the other is 
the layout of POI's position.  Based on the (SPECT) theory, we 
constructed a POI sequence to guide the user's attention 
selection and information extraction model.  See Figure 1.

그림 1. POI시퀀스의 사용자 주의력 선택 및 정보 추출을 

인도하는 모델

Fig. 1. Model of POI sequence to guide the user's 
attention selection and information extraction. 
The eye icon denotes the position of viewer gaze on the 

stimulus during a particular fixation.
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3-3-1  Combination of POI types

1) Scene POI, event POI and discourse POI
Scene POI is recessive narrative cue; event POI tends to be a 

dominant cue; discourse POI is a restricted narrative cue. The 
degree of each POI in guiding users to distract their attention is 
different. The synergistic effect among the above three POI is 
indispensable for a film.

2) Kernel  POI and satellite POI
POI，upon primary and secondary structure of events in the 

story can be subdivided into kernel POI and satellite POI. 
Traditional films distribute time layout of primary and secondary 
events through montage language. However, features of the VR 
space narrative allow primary events and secondary events to 
co-occur in the same space, and users can watch selectively. 
Kernel events develop throughout the whole story. [12]

3-3-2  Layout of POI’s position
   In three-dimensional space, the freedom of gaze distribution 
enables audiences to look for story cues actively. These POI 
cues are arranged in 360° narrative space to attract users and 
distract their attention to different objects and then maintain 
story continuity. The director shall design spatial positions for 
these narrative cues in advance. Obviously, POI may be in the 
sight of users or beyond their sight. The layout of POI 
sequence’s position, upon a range of visibility and mutual 
positions, can be roughly classified into 1. Concentrated; 2. 
Scattered; 3. Coincident.

1) Concentrated

그림 2.  POI 집중 배열

Fig. 2. Concentrated POI spatial layout

2) Scattered

그림 3. POI 분산 배열

Fig. 3. Scattered POI spatial layout 

3) Coincident

그림 4.  POI 중첩 배열

Fig. 4.   Coincident POI spatial layout

Ⅳ.  Research methods

In this research, issued CVR video contents are analyzed 
through qualitative content. Five VR 360 video clips are selected 
to discuss the construction of the POI sequence from a 
combination of POI types and layouts of POI’s position of POI 
sequence. The skills of storytelling in VR is in the process of 
exploration; narrative designs of these films are not mature. 
Therefore, we will limit research objects to POI sequences with 
high narrative continuity in CVR film plots. Table 2 has shown 
five contents selected for the case analysis.

표 2. 컨텐츠 분석 체크리스트

Table2. List of analysis for contents case

 

 CVR Contents Genre Equipment Url

(2016)
TheInvisible Man VR short film Mobile phone

https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?
v=I_FUpUi2LBk&t
=24s

(2018) The Loud 
House

360
VR animation Mobile phone

https://miniverse.io
/experience?
e=the-loud-house

(2016)
Special Delivery VR animation Mobile 

phone/HTC Vive
Google Spotlight 
Stories APP

(2016)
Auto VR short film Mobile phone

https://www.jauntvr
.com/title/
19b056a972

(2018)
 Behind

The Scences

VR stop-motion 
animation Mobile phone https://youtu.be/Jq

XC46b1uUg

4-1 Design of POI sequence in The Invisible Man

    The Invisible Man tells a story that two drug dealers were 
forced to play Russian Roulette with Frank(their debtor). The 
story took place in a narrow room, where the user played a role 
and was fixed on the seat. He or she can turn to the head to 
observe the surrounding environment. This film is a typical 
stage type VR story (like Back to the moon). The story was 
made in a small single room, and events POI sequences of 
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figure performance was used to attract the user’s attention. The 
producer does not control through the discourse mode of 
limiting the range of visibility by force but has set scene 
boundaries based on scene resources. [25] A goods shelf was 
put behind the user. Because the goods shelf does not have any 
POI narrative cue, the user will only concentrate on the front 
table.(see Figure 6) Director declines scene POI and 
suggestively guides users to focus on the front.

그림 5.  POI 집중 배열

Fig. 5. Concentrated POI spatial layout

표 3.  The Invisible Man 에서 POI 서열

Table3. POI sequence in The Invisible Man

4-2 Design of  POI sequence in TheLoud House 360

    The Loud House 360 is a 4-minute animation short film. It 
tells a story that children get up and prepare to go to school in 
the morning. Audiences go into the house and place themselves 
in a chaotic center. At the beginning of the film, the director has 
restricted POI quantity in scenes and set the unique scenario 
POI (a birdcage with a bird) that can attract the user’s attention 
at the end of the corridor. Moreover, then, the bird tweets and 
sister go out of the neighboring room and wakes all up. 
Children successively go out of their rooms, speak or perform. 
The process from birdcage to birds tweeting is the transition 
process from scene POI to events POI, which attracts 
audiences’ attention through interesting objects firstly and then 
controls their gaze through suggestive POI; as a result, to 
develop overall plots. The animation realizes narrative 
continuity through directional voices. As effective events POI, 
voices are scattered around the leading role and appear in 
sequence at a preset time by the director. (see Figure 6) When 
the current event ends, a new voice cue (speaking voice, door 
opening voice) reminds audiences to turn to voice direction.

그림 6. POI 분산 배열

Fig. 6. Scattered POI spatial layout

표 4.  The Loud House 360 에서 POI 서열

Table4. POI sequence in The Loud House 360

4-3 Design of POI sequence in ISLEOF DOGS: Behind The 
Scences

    This short film is a propaganda video of 360 for the Isle of 
Dogs, face to face with the cast of dogs as they are interviewed 
on set, while the crew works around you to create the 
animation. In the background setting, the producer uses 
compositional lines (e.g., perspective line, intersection line) to 
enhance the central positions of actors. According to Figure 7, 
“dog actor accepting interview” (Point A) is kernel event POI 
and“working staff” (Point B, C &D) are satellite events POI, 
scattered on the other side of kernel event zone. Kernel events 
POI and satellite events POI are simultaneity, and users can 
watch selectively. The narration of the dog actor is a narrative 
cue so that users will not miss kernel events while watching 
satellite events.

그림 7. 커널 이벤트와 위성 이벤트가 동시에 발생하는 POI 배열

Fig. 7. POI arrangement in which kernel events and satellite 
events occur simultaneously

POI sequence
Combination of POI types POI spatial layout

Ÿ Setting scene obstacles to 
reduce interference of 
scene POI and restrict 
range of visibility;

Ÿ Focusing on events POI 
sequence of figure show

Ÿ Concentrated layout

Ÿ Range of visibility of users 
is restricted through 
designing scene resources 
(goods shelf behind user);

Ÿ Events POI appear in 
sequence at preset time to 
maintain narrative 
continuity.

POI sequence
Combination of POI types POI spatial layout

Ÿ Scene POI + Events POI 
+ Events POI.

Ÿ In the prologue, “birdcage” 
is used as a scene POI to 
attract the user’s attention 
and then transforms into 
events POI.

Ÿ Events POI of directional 
voices is used to realize 
narrative continuity and 
appear in sequence at a 
preset time to form a 
chain of POI cues.

Ÿ Scattered layout;

Ÿ Events POI appear in 
sequence at preset time to 
form chain of POI cues.
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표 5.  Behind The Scences 에서 POI 서열

Table5. POI sequence in Behind The Scences

4-4 Design of POI sequence in Special Delivery 

   “Emmy award-winning platform, GoogleSpotlight Stories, 
presents Special Delivery VR, an interactive experience 
byAcademy Award-winning studio.” This VR animation tells an 
adventure story that a guarder was disturbed by a mysterious 
stranger (Father Christmas) on the roof, and they chased each 
other. The sensor on the mobile phones enables users to interact 
with the story. When users divert their attention to various scenes, 
they can unlock potential events in the story. At the beginning of 
the film, the director has restricted users’ viewpoints and 
directions so that they will not miss titles. Later, the method of 
tracking shot is used to attract users’attention to events of 
“removing snow by guarder” and “finding Christmas ball,” while 
unlocking limitation for sight. The combination of discourse 
Poland events POI has maintained a smooth narrative.

그림 8.  서사공간에서의 잠재적 사건 POI

Fig. 8.   Potential events POI in narrative space

   The course of “chasing Father Christmas by guarder” in the 
story is kernel event POI of this film, which has attracted most 
gaze distributions of users. When users discover the 
surrounding environment, kernel events will stop, until users 
divert their attention back again. Director has uniformly 
designed several potential events POI in the space; for example, 
“a lady decorates Christmas tree,” “an old man plays the drum 
set,” “an old man feeds pigeons,” and “a lady plays the cello,” 
etc.[Figure8] Besides, the time range that can be triggered for 
subordinate events has been set; as a result, excessive satellite 
events will not be triggered to avoid interference on main 
events. Some cues are presented as background POI at the 
beginning. When trigger conditions are satisfied, hidden 
background cues will transform into dominant cues; for 
example, a little child gets up and bounces on the bed. The red 

PointA in Figure9 refers to the POI sequence of kernel events; 
the blue triangle mark refers to the POI of potential subordinate 
events.

그림 9.   잠재적 사건 POI

Fig. 9.   Potential events POI 

표 6.  Special Delivery 에서 POI 서열 

Table6. POI sequence in Special Delivery 

4-5 Design of POI sequence in  Auto 

    Auto tells a story about an automatic car driver. Although 
this film is not mature in shooting skills, the combination mode 
of POI for the scene of “railway station” in the story is 
exceptionally smooth and suggestive.
    Firstly, the director puts users on the railway platform, and 
then users start to discover scenes actively. Surrounding 
background resources, including train, road, lamps, and railway 
platform can be recognized. As compositional Lines, the 
perspective lined formed by road, lamps, and train enables us to 
pay more attention to vanishing points at both ends. As shown 
in Figure, as dynamic background cue, the “started train” 
enables users to pay more attention to the vanishing point 
(Point A) in the working direction of the train. [26] When the 
train disappears at the vanishing point, users’ gaze has not been 
ended. As a new POI, the film title “AUTO” (Point B) covers 
vanishing point so that our gaze time is prolonged. Later, the 
director applies editing skills to change narrative space from 
railway station to home of the leading role. The position of the 
leading role’s face (Point C) coincides with “AUTO” in the 
previous scene, and events POI of the couple’s dialogues are 
further developed. [Figure10], [Figure11]

POI sequence
Combination of POI types POI spatial layout

Ÿ “Dog actor accepting 
interview” is the main 
kernel event POI;“W orking 
staff” are satellite events 
POI;

Ÿ Narration of dog actor is 
narrative voice cue to 
realize continuity.

Ÿ Scattered layout enables 
users to watch selectively;

Ÿ Kernel events POI and 
satellite events POI are 
distributed in different zones.

POI sequence
Combination of POI types POI spatial layout

Ÿ At the beginning of the 
story, discourse POI of 
restricting viewpoint and 
shot motion is used to 
combine with events POI 
sequence;

Ÿ Recessive scene POI, 
through conditional triggering, 
transforms into dominant 
events POI;

Ÿ The scenes of chasing are 
kernel events POI, and 
other potential events are 
satellite events;

Ÿ Scattered layout enables 
users to watch selectively;

Ÿ Kernel events POI are 
main zones and potential 
subordinate POI are 
scattered to enrich the 
story;
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그림. 10  Auto중의 POI배열구조

Fig. 10. POI sequence construction in Auto 

그림 11.  AUTO에서 POI 중첩 배열

Fig. 11. Coincident POI spatial layout in Auto

표 7. Auto 에서 POI 서열

Table. 7. POI sequence in  Auto 

V. Conclusions

    Through the case study, we found that because different POI 
had different influences on the user's attention selection, the 
sequence formed between them might have different narrative 
effects, thus affecting the user's behavior. This paper combines 
POI pairwise to explore the possibility.[Table8.]

표 8. POI 유형조합과 사용자행위

Table. 8. POI types combination and user behavior

 Scene POI Events POI Discourse POI

Scene 
POI

Continue exploring 
the environment

Exploration 
environment

+
Be attracted by 

events

Exploration 
environment

+
Attention is forced to 

transfer

Events 
POI Uncertain

Watch the story 
guided by continuous 

active cues

Focus on the events
Or 

Attention is forcibly 
diverted from the 

event

Discourse 
POI

Be forced to focus on 
a background 

element

Forced to pay 
attention to an event

Attention is 
constrained by 

multiple discourses

    These combinations, combined with the three spatial 
arrangements of POI, can generate more narrative possibilities.
    When POI is concentrated arrangement, the sight of 
audiences shall be restricted to a certain range. The method of 
forcing user’s attention through limiting discourse POI, such as 
limited viewing angle/camera movement/fuzzy effect 
occlusion, will easily destroy user experience, for example, the 
prologue of Special Delivery. However, the method of reducing 
excessive scene POI and setting scenario obstacles in narrative 
space is more natural. For example, a wall, a piece of mist, or a 
dark zone is set at the back of users. Because of lacking POI, 
users will actively ignore sheltered zones. We indicate, 
concentrated layout mainly focuses on POI sequence, like the 
stage play, user attentions are attracted through figure shows 
and walking. Because actions are mostly shown behind 
audiences, the story will be easily understood.
    Scattered POI layout shall consider POI types, the main 
primary and secondary structure of POI. When users are 
surrounded by scene POI, scene POI related to kernel events 
will be highlighted to better combine with subsequent events 
POI. Based on primary and secondary events, we can conclude 
three conditions: 1) only kernel events POI sequence exist; 2) 
kernel events POI and satellite events POI exist simultaneously; 
3) potential satellite events POI may exist.
    Except for the first condition, the latter two shall set kernel 
events POI sequence as watch zone and subordinate POI as 
secondary zone, and users can select to watch. Two POI 
sequences are usually distributed in different zones to avoid 
mutual interference. Like /Special Delivery/, satellite events 
POI sometimes is a potential event cue that is sudden and can 
be triggered. Different from the POI sequence chain of kernel 
events, satellite events are usually isolated micro-events.

POI sequence
Combination of POI types POI spatial layout

Ÿ Scene POI (moving train, 
perspective line) + events POI 
(Title) + discourse POI 
(editing) +events POI (figure 
dialogue)

Ÿ Implied guidance of Scene 
POI; enhanced user’s 
initiative

Ÿ Coincident layout

Ÿ Coincident layout in the same 
space;

Ÿ Coincident layout in  different 
spaces;

Ÿ Matching of spatial position 
saves discovery time for 
users.
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    Besides, in scattered POI layout, the sound is a special event 
POI. It has directional and narrative attributes and can reach a 
good synergistic effect with other narrative cues. When voice 
POI is a directional prompt, it can attract users to rapidly 
position voice source (for example, The Loud House 360) and 
combine with other events POI. When it is a narrative voice 
like dialogue/independent narration/prologue, users can 
understand story plot, while discovering scenes or watching 
other simultaneous satellite events, for example, ISLE OF 
DOGS. While improving narrative efficiency, the second 
condition can enhance user presence and, therefore, shall be 
paid more attention to by VR producer. We also indicate, 
distracting users’ attention may be an intention of the director, 
through multiple scattered POI layout, to create confusion or 
panic emotion.
    Coincident POI layout in different spaces has a strong 
synergistic effect, but the precondition is to guide audiences for 
gaze for a certain time. Setting attractive scene POI, indicative 
events POI, tracking shot or limiting viewpoint, or other 
discourse POI can reach gaze effect. Later, editing discourse 
(fade-in fade-out / changing scenes, etc.) can be made to 
combine with a matching point in another narrative space. In 
this course, multiple POI synergistic solutions may appear, 
depending on narrative types and intentions of director.
    Different POI sequences may have different effects. On the 
one hand, a producer can set multiply scattered scenario POI in 
space to create abundant scenes and then guide users to distract 
and pay their attention through directional events POI (e.g., 
sound, etc.) or discourse POI (e.g., changing camera position). 
On the one hand, setting prominent/interesting/significant scene 
POI enables users to discover and gaze actively and then 
matching front and rear POI’s positions through superposition 
can introduce subsequent events. According to this paper, the 
former is more applicable to the director’s intention of creating 
immersive scenes. It does not require to predict excessive 
behaviors of users, but the narrative rhythm is slow. The latter 
focuses more on internal relationship between narrative 
efficiency and narrative, but the director shall consider more 
about narrative logic/audiences’ behaviors/transition mode. 
However, how to combine POI depends on the director’s 
intentions and narrative types and shall be further studied.
    This paper aims to do exploratory research on how POI 
sequences are constructed within cinematic virtual reality 
content. The synergy between the combination of POI types 
and layout of POI's position has formed different POI sequence. 
That is critical for maintaining story continuity and user 
presence. Different types of POI cooperate because of their 
different degrees of guidance to the user's attention choices. 

Combined with the POI location arrangements (concentration, 
dispersion, and coincidence), the construction of POI sequences 
has great potential in the narrative. We point out that the POI 
sequence is not a simple addition of narrative clues, but should 
take into account the director's intention, film type, causality, 
and user behavior. This paper provides theoretical tools and 
inspiration for the design of narrative cues in the production of 
CVR. The construction of the POI sequence remains to be 
further explored. How to design the rhythm and density of POI 
sequences? How to deal with the relationship between POI 
design and user expectations? It is the subject we will study 
next.
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